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Are you coming to the
World Record Breaking
Zombie Event ?

The Worlds Longest Running Zombie Film
Festival comes back to feed on Leicester:
Its The UK Festival of Zombie Culture 2016
November 12th, 2016. Phoenix Square, Leicester.
2016, will be the 10th Annual Zombie Festival and this
makes it a record breaker, 10 years ago at Leicesters
old Phoenix Arts Centre it began and yes, 10 years later
at Leicesters new Phoenix we have the same mix of
classic, new, contemporary and foreign zombie feature
films including a UK Film Premiere...

TO BUSAN and a UK Film Premiere of the awesome
‘PLAN Z’ along with more feature films, short films,
gaming, authors, feature films, horror traders & makeup artists. We also have prolific Zombie Authors Adam
Millard & Duncan P. Bradshaw coming down to meet,
greet & sign zombie books for everyone coming...
The Best Dressed Zombie Competition is again on the
cards with a spectacular prize for the best zombie in
attendance. There will be Gavin Gore leading our
Team of Make Up Artists, turning you into a rotting
flesh muncher, so if you need making up then dress as a
zommer and get your make up done once you arrive.

This year, amongst other screenings, we have Austrian
We also have spot prizes, giveaways, book signings,
Zombies, a new STD causing the Zombie Apocalypse,
the best zombie shorts ever made, the awesome TRAIN horror traders, themed food and drink and loads to do
through-out the entire event…

GET YOUR TICKETS HERE... http://www.phoenix.org.uk/event/the-uk-festival-of-zombie-culture/
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Uk festiva;l of zombie culture

GET YOUR TICKETS HERE... http://www.phoenix.org.uk/event/the-uk-festival-of-zombie-culture/

when you see this sign in this issue it
means you will find out more About...

UK Festival oF
Zombie Culture…
so keep your eyes peeled…!

Make-up Artists for hire
GoreFX is a Leicester based group with a large Database of Horror
makeup artists from all around the country
If you require makeup for Advertising, Short Films, Feature Films,
Events etc. we have Artists to cover it all
Due to the recent overwhelming popularity of Zombies, we now have makeup systems
designed to get very large groups made up in minimal time – we are looking at
anywhere between 3 and 10 minutes per zombie per artist, this can include large wounds
and heavy Gore. My team recently worked on an event providing 100 zombies in
under 2 hours

Please contact gav@gorefx.co.uk all work is considered
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The Zombie Times, November 2016
Hey there rotting ones,
What is there apart from zombies? That is what I have been asking myself for the
past few months as I prepare for what I understand is not only the UKs longest
running zombie event, but also the longest running Zombie film event in the WORLD!
So come along on November 12th to phoenix square in Leicester and
come to a truly goresome zombie event... shame if you missed it...
See you soon, more than 14,000 subscribers can’t be wrong!

Keep on rotting in the Free World,

Zombie Ed and the Terror4
Terror4fun Team
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FILM TO CHECK OUT—...The Returned
The Returned is a 2013 Spanish-Canadian thriller film

from dead feral zombies, there are constant rumours
directed by Manuel Carballo, written by Hatem
that the supplies will run out. Infected humans, called
Khraiche, and starring Emily Hampshire, Kris Holden"the returned," are subject to discrimination and vioRied, Shawn Doyle, and Claudia Bassols. When a rare
lence from bigoted and fearful uninfected humans...
and difficult to obtain medicine that requires daily
doses to stave off the effects of a zombie infection runs
low, a physician (Hampshire) and her infected husband
(Holden-Ried) go on the run to avoid angry demonstrators.

In the 1980s, a zombie plague spreads worldwide and
causes the deaths of an estimated 100 million people.
An unprecedented amount of research goes into finding
a cure, but the resulting medicine requires daily doses
to be effective. If the infected miss even a single dose,
they quickly and irrevocably degenerate to a feral
zombie state. As the formula can only be extracted

Website: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Returned_(2013_film)
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Uk Festival of zombie culture...the films...

Here is the your menu for 12th
November, the Worlds longest
running zombie film festival...
Worlds Best Zombie Shorts...
The World. 2007 to 2016.
The UK Festival of Zombie Culture has been screening
short films for more than a decade and so after screening more than 100 short films around the UK at a variety of festivals and events we are going to give you the
best of the best... We are going to be showing the most
excellent zombie films from around the globe, these are
the ones that have won competitions and generally
have had audiences crying with laughter or reaching
for the sick bag... Lego Zombies, Unicycles & Zombies,
puppets zombies, zombie clowns and genitals being
eaten... You just may see it all...

Night of Something Strange
US. 2016.
Outrageous horror with a crazy non-stop gore feeling
only ever found before in the 80s..... Teenage friends
out for beach week get unexpectedly detoured to a
isolated motel where a deadly STD virus now runs
rampant, turning those infected into the living dead,
schlock comedy horror has a zombie-like Sexually
Transmitted Disease wreaking havoc in the remote
Redwood Motel during spring break. Only the strong
and resilient will survive the monster genitalia, fanged
orifices, wet farts and bloody condoms!

UK Premiere of a UK Film... Plan Z
UK. 2016
We are bloody honoured to be screening 'PLAN Z.'
One man has a plan for a zombie outbreak, when one
occurs it will take all his will to stick to it and all of his
courage to change it.It is the best British Zombie Film of
the past few years It's emotive dark and brilliantly
made and it is also one of the first I have ever seen to
touch on... Why survive???

Train to Busan
South Korea. 2016.
All aboard the horror express! An action-packed zombie thrill-ride with social bite, a mysterious viral outbreak pushes Korea into a state of emergency. The
government declares martial law just as divorced Seok
-woo and his daughter catch the KTX from Seoul Station to Busan to see her mother. But someone on the
journey has been recently infected sending the hurtling
carriages into complete chaos. As the living dead transform the voyage into a nightmare excursion, father
and daughter must fight for survival if they are to
make it out alive...
(Continued Overleaf...)

GET YOUR TICKETS HERE... http://www.phoenix.org.uk/event/the-uk-festival-of-zombie-culture/
(Continued on page 6)
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(Continued from page 5)

ATTACK OF THE LEDERHOSEN ZOMBIES
Austria. 2016.
The hills are alive with the sound of screaming! Steve, a
young professional snowboarder, ruins a high-paying
photoshoot with a silly prank, causing him, his girlfriend
Branka and fellow snowboarder Josh to be left behind
on the mountain. They seek shelter in a garish, loud
aprés-ski tavern that is hosting an all-night party for
the longest night of the year.
Things go from bad to worse when a scientific experiment conducted by a local entrepreneur unleashes an
epidemic of zombies and mutant wildlife, but this is
mostly lost on the local drunkards as they themselves
are not always so easy to distinguish from zombies.

Re-Kill
USA. 2015
It's been 5 years since the outbreak that wiped out 85%
of the world's population, but the war between ReAnimates (Re-Ans) and Humans wages on. Most of the
major cities are still uninhabitable. Within the few surviving cities, the Re-Ans have been segregated into
"zones" and are policed by the R-Division of the QUASI
S.W.A.T. Unit who hunt to re-kill the Re-Ans in the
hope of quelling a second outbreak. More guns and
carnage than you can shake a rotting limb at... One of
the most surreal looks at the post-apocalypse out
there!!!

GET YOUR TICKETS HERE... http://www.phoenix.org.uk/event/the-uk-festival-of-zombie-culture/

The world is dead is post apocalyptic adventure following Nick Hutchinson with his family and friends
fight their way to survive not only the dead but the
living.
The story is told from Nick’s point of view. We start
with the spread of a deadly virus which brings people
back from the dead. We then follow them from Leicester to London and safety. They are followed by Duncan a leader of another group who wants them dead.
The story is full of twists and turns including another
new threat which the world might have to face.
The book is published by Melrose books which it can be
ordered from it is also available from Amazon with
next day delivery or can be ordered from all major
book stores.

The
is
is

world
dead
post
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Sow – Short Film
An illness has killed the earth,
humanity hangs by a thread
as the cordyceps fungus thrives.
@Sowshortfilm
https://www.facebook.com/Sowshortfilm/?__mref=message

FILM to check out...
Not another zombie movie about the living dead!
Starring: Black Jack Johnson, Jay Davis, Will Cummings, Harold Dennis, Brian "Da Wildcat" Smith,
David Perry, and Calvin Evans and written by Jay
Davis
Franklin and Mike find themselves trapped in the
undead-infested Cyrene City, where they must attempt to lead a group of unconventional survivors
to safety.
As they join forces with the likes of a pregnant
woman, a moronic arms dealer, and a mentally
challenged man, they will have to determine
which is worse: relying on each other or succumbing to the zombie mayhem.
While this uprising of zombies has overwhelmed
the city, Mr. Roberts, the CEO of R2 Pharmaceuticals, has sent in a team of mercenaries known as
the S.I.E.G.E into Cyrene City to recover the only
known antidote for his own financial gain.
Not Another Zombie Movie... About the Living
Dead is a hilarious twisted tale about survival versus morality during a zombie apocalypse. Watch
as these survivors discover there is no such thing as
a hero when zombies are trying to eat your face
off.

Website: http://www.nazm2015.com/
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Duncan p. Bradshaw...
NEW ZOMBIE RELEASE at the festival
‘Dead Drop’, which follows a courier, trying to delivery packages across southern England, during the apocalypse.
‘Charity Begins At Home’, is set in the aftermath of the zombie uprising. Sadie goes door to door, collecting for
H.O.A.R.D., (Helping Orphans Affected by the Reanimation
Disease). A middle aged couple seem to have survived with
their pristine house intact.

I have to say, in all honesty, that my upcoming zombie collection, CHUMP, which is being released at the Festival of
Zombie Culture in November, would not exist, if it weren’t
for Zombie Ed. True story. My next zombie book, the second
in the CLASS FOUR series, is going to be started soon, meaning it won’t be released until 2017. However, as soon as I was
invited back to this year’s Festival, I wanted to make sure
that I rocked up with something new for the lovers of the
undead.
I had a couple of zombie short stories sat on my laptop, not
doing anything, so decided that I would write some brand
spanking new stories, and then release them all together as a
collection. The best part of this, was that unlike being constrained by the canon I’d built up in CLASS THREE/FOUR, I
would be able to do some different things.
So what is between the covers? Well, first up is a story called
‘Cure What Ails Ya’, which follows a snake oil salesman trying to sell his wares in the Wild West town of Lobo. After falling foul of the local ne’er do well family, he ends up being
cast into a pit with other unfortunates. Events conspire to
raise them from the dead, with a hunger for a certain piece
of the human body.

I love being a bit silly, and the next story, ‘Gone Fishin’ is exactly that. On a summer’s morning, a son implores his father
to tell him again, how he and his mother got together. It
features some zombified wildlife which don’t often get a look
in.
Finally, there is ‘Whackos’. After the battle for reclamation is
won, a radio host follows a pair of Welfare Acclimatisation
Cleaning Operatives, as they go house to house, clearing
them, and getting them ready for re-habitation. There is also
a bonus story, which will be explored in more depth in a new
book, released next year.
I wanted each story to be distinct, with different types of
zombies on offer. It was good fun to turn my hand to something a little different than the classical ‘Romero’ shambling
dead, and I hope that anyone who bags a copy, gets something from it.

The cover and internal illustrations are done by a chap
called Jon Dixon, check his site out for zombie stuff,
(http://www.dixondoesdoodles.com/). I’ve got one of the
mugs he designed. I wanted CHUMP to look and feel like a
storybook, hence the bigger size, and the overall style. You
can get your signed copy from me at the Festival of Zombie
Culture, or, if you prefer digital books, or are unable to
‘28 Seconds Later’, tells the true story of why the Eastern Bloc make it, you can get buy it through Amazon,
countries boycotted the 1984 Los Angeles Olympics. This has https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/B01M1IVHID.
been released as a short story already on Kindle
(https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/B01M67O1WR), and is also
available as an audiobook
(https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/B01MCYSFIW), narrated by
Chris Barnes. One thing that gets my goat, is some people’s
insistence on 28 Days/Weeks Later being a zombie film. So
this story takes a bit of a tongue in cheek poke at the whole
zombism/infected debate.
Next up is ‘Red Sabre One’, which follows an SAS team trying to extract a high priority person from their world famous
home. This story was actually going to be the start of one of
the threads from the next CLASS FOUR book, but was cut.
‘Senseless Apprentice’ puts you in the brain of a zombie,
along with the unfortunate resident, being slowly driven insane by the lack of control. Then, there is a novella, called
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"The Zombie Combat Manual: A Guide to Fighting the
Living Dead" and" The Vampire Combat Manual: A
Guide to Fighting the Bloodthirsty Undead." He is the
founder of the Zombie Combat Club and the Vampire
Combat Club, organizations that focus on battling the
undead without the aid of a firearm. He was recently
featured as a zombie expert on the History Channel
By Roger Ma
documentary "Zombies: A Living History." He currently
trains in Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu. He lives in Brooklyn, New
"The Zombie Combat Manual" provided potential
zombie fighters with comprehensive instructions on how York.
to do battle in the inevitable outbreak of an undead
plague. However, even the most comprehensive advice
is useless without study and practice.
Thus, the Institute for Undead Combat Studies has created an essential field handbook to help combatants of
the walking dead hone their fighting skills, ensuring
maximum preparedness for the zombie apocalypse.
This interactive guide includes: Detailed technique illustrations, anatomical diagrams, and zombie combat
drawings you can colour.
Puzzles and brain exercises to help remember key
combat terminology, work pages on making the right
choices during an undead outbreak and much more!
Anyone can become an effective warrior against the
walking dead. Make sure you're ready to fight when
the time comes--or prepare to join the zombie horde...
Roger Ma specializes in hand-toCompetition Time
hand combat against the
undead. He is the author of
this Zombie Times.
ide the back cover of

The Zombie Combat Field
Guide: Colouring and
Activity Book for Fighting
the Living Dead

Win this amazing book,

tition ins
check out the compe
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12 Authors. 12 Zombie Novellas. Welcome to the YEAR OF THE ZOMBIE.
To celebrate 15 years since the publication of Infected Books’ first novel, David Moody’s Autumn, we’re declaring 2016 YEAR OF THE ZOMBIE.
We’ve signed up 11 authors, many of whom you’ll know from having penned your favourite zombie horror bestsellers, to write a novella each. We’ll be releasing one novella every month throughout 2016.
But wait – 11 authors? Didn’t we say 12 novellas? That’s because we’re reserving a spot to give to a brand new
voice in zombie fiction – could that be you?
Yes, as part of YEAR OF THE ZOMBIE, we’ll be running a very special Pitch & Page comp via the Infected
Books facebook page. The comp will be judged by our very own Dragon’s-Den-esque panel of bestselling horror author and IB head honcho, David Moody, US literary agent, Gina Panettieri and Micheal Preissl of German & English language publisher, Voodoo Press. The winner will join our 11 established authors to have their
novella released as part of Infected Books’ YEAR OF THE ZOMBIE. How cool is that?
And if that ain’t enough, we’ll have a few more surprises along the way, as well as a heap of zombie-themed
prizes and giveaways courtesy of our sponsors. So hang onto your hair, kids. 2016 is YEAR OF THE ZOMBIE. And
it’s going to be brutal.

Here’s a link to the books we’ve released so far:
http://www.infectedbooks.co.uk/year-of-the-zombie/

“The Zombie Times is simply
THE best regular newsletter on

@ZombieEdUk

every possible thing happening
in the world of zombies ..
Simply UnUn-missable !!!”

Zombie Ed tweets about Zombie Films, Books,
Games, breaking his fingers playing football
with a 5 year old and horror in films and
movies in general, plus exclusive comps and
information about our zombie events...

Warren Speed,
Director/Star of ‘Zombie Women of Satan’
& the soon to appear
‘Zombie Women of Satan 2’
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COMING IN 2017
A young woman struggles to survive on her own in the wake
of a mysterious epidemic that has decimated society and
forced her deep into the unforgiving wilderness.
Deep in New York’s upstate wilderness, Ann, a young woman
in her late 20’s, struggles to survive after a mysterious epidemic decimates society. On the constant brink of starvation,
Ann leads an isolated and regimented life. Haunted by
memories of her past she also battles the current bloodthirsty
threat that lurks just outside of the forests borders, those that
the epidemic has infected.
When her food stores run dangerously low Ann must make the
desperate journey into a nearby town to forage for any remaining food. During one of these raids, a chance encounter
brings Olivia, a teenage girl, and her injured stepfather, Chris,
into Ann’s life and regimen of survival.
As an uneasy tension grows, their lives are threatened when
the protective forest is breached by the infected. Under attack,
Ann is forced to confront her past and make a decision that
will irrevocably alter their collective existence and survival.

Film to check out... Death Walks
Death Walks is a zero budget horror film directed by Spencer Hawken.
The film stars Jessie Williams, Lucinda Rhodes-Flaherty, and Francesca
Ciardi and will centre on a group of people trying to survive inside a
shopping centre that is under attack by the dead. Death Walks is Ciardi's
first horror film since her role as Faye Daniels in the 1980 film Cannibal
Holocaust and her first film role in over 20 years, her last film being
1991's Safari.
In an East London shopping centre, a group of people are warned by a
strange Italian woman (Francesca Ciardi) that they are all going to die.
Her warnings prove to be all too real, as the shopping centre is then
attacked by zombies fuelled by an evil supernatural power. The 25 people
remaining in the shopping centre must band together to survive the night.
This is made more difficult by the rising tensions as well as due to the fact
that the surrounding town is oblivious of their torment due to a street
party.

Website: https://www.facebook.com/DeathWalksMovie/
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NEED MORE
ZOMBIE TIMES?
Join us on FACEBOOK at:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/5013708753/

Calling All Makeup Artists
Due to the overwhelming amount of Horror
makeup work I have been offered lately, I have
set up GoreFX, a one stop outlet to inform you
all about projects around the UK that you could
potentially be working on
The projects can be for Advertising, Short Films,
Feature Films, Events etc. and usually involve horror
or Gore in some form, the jobs all vary between paid
and unpaid and are all a lot of fun

Or FOLLOW US on Twitter at:

@ZombieEdUk

GoreFX already has a growing database of makeup
artists from absolute beginners to experienced
professionals, If you have no experience at all you
are just as important to us, friendly helpful guidance
will be given by one of our more experienced artists
before and during any jobs
As soon as I am offered any makeup work, you will
all hear about it before anyone else via email
This is a COMPLETELY FREE SERVICE I am offering
so what can it hurt to get your name on the list?
Don t worry I wont be spamming you constantly,
you will only be emailed when there is an
actual job available
Contact me on gav@gorefx.co.uk with a few words
about yourself and I will add you to our list, feel free
to attach any photos of previous work too,
it all helps
Look forward to hearing from you very soon - Gav

GOT ZOMBIE NEWS ???
Tell us all about it and we will tell more than
14,000 zombie fans in the next‘ Zombie Times.’
Email us at: ed@terror4fun.com
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This Issues Competitions !!!
For your chance to win The Zombie Combat Field Guide...
• Name the documentary the author Roger Ma appeared in!!!
• Email the answer to Sammy@terror4fun.com with the subject 'Zombie Colouring & Activity'
PLEASE EMAIL US YOUR ANSWERS IN SEPERATE EMAILS.
It helps us sort them out!!!

Zombie Podcast of the Issue...
Is Anyone There?
Well as you may or may not know,
the Mayans called it; the world ended
on December 21st, 2012.
The culprit? You guess it, zombies. So for the
last few years we've been on the run and
finally stumbled across a well fortified and
uninhabited house. It just happens to have
some radio equipment and a dial up modem in it.
Now we host Is Anyone There?! A weekly
broadcast from the hazy undead filled
wasteland that we call home. We provide
survival tips, interview survivors, and just talk
about the current undead the world around us.

Check us out wherever you listen to
podcasts! Check us out on Twitter at:
@IsAnyoneThere12
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Winter Smith:-Londons Burning

Winter Smith is a teenage socialite from Watford, London, who has to escape her hometown to get to
the river Thames, where evacuation boats are leaving. The government are promising safety in France,
and Winter knows she needs to go if she wants any chance of survival. But as she travels, Winter learns
that not everybody is to be trusted, and not everything is as it seems. The apocalypse has taken everything away from her, changed humanity, and changed the world. London's Burning is the first in the
series. The second novel is being worked on, with more to come after that.
Info on the author: J. S. Strange is the pen name for Welsh author Jack Strange. He is 21. Jack owns his
own video production company, Brother Hipster Productions. He would like to be a pop star, if writing
doesn't work out, or a wizard, or even a Pokemon trainer. He's not fussy. He believes strongly in female
leads, and challenging stereotypes in his writing and work.
The zombies in this novel are completely different from anything else - there are different types, explained in the second novel onwards. There is a massive plot twist, again revealed in the second novel.
The zombies are raw, they're dangerous, they're horrid. They're bloody brilliant!
The novel has been getting many five star reviews, and has a average 4.5 star rating on Amazon. It is
available in ebook and paperback format on Amazon US and Amazon UK, and is available in Europe,
too.

Twitter: @JackSamStrange
Website: www.jsstrange.com

